1823.7101 Contract clause.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause at 1852.223–71, Frequency Authorization, in solicitations and contracts calling for developing, producing, constructing, testing, or operating a device for which a radio frequency authorization is required.

PART 1824—PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

Subpart 1824.1—Protection of Individual Privacy

Sec. 1824.102 General.

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 2473(c)(1).

SOURCE: 61 FR 55758, Oct. 29, 1996, unless otherwise noted.

Subpart 1824.1—Protection of Individual Privacy

1824.102 General.

(1) For NASA rules and regulations implementing the Privacy Act, see Privacy—NASA Regulations, (14 CFR 1212). The Act applies to any contractor maintaining a system of records to accomplish a NASA mission.

(2) Systems of records to which the Privacy Act does not apply include—

(i) Records maintained by a contractor on individuals employed by the contractor on its own behalf for the purpose of providing supplies and services to the Federal Government; and

(ii) Records that—

(A) Are maintained under contracts with educational institutions to provide training;

(B) Are generated on students working under the contract relative to their attendance (admission forms, grade reports, etc.).

(C) Are similar to those maintained on other students; and

(D) Are commingled with their records on other students.

PART 1825—FOREIGN ACQUISITION

Sec. 1825.003 Definitions.

1825.003–70 NASA definitions.

Subpart 1825.1—Buy American Act—Supplies

1825.103 Exceptions.

Subpart 1825.4—Trade Agreements

1825.400 Scope of subpart.

Subpart 1825.9—Customs and Duties

1825.901 Policy.

Subpart 1825.11—Solicitation Provisions and Contract Clauses

1825.1101 Acquisition of supplies.

1825.1103 Other provisions and clauses.

1825.1103–70 Export control.

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 2473(c)(1).

SOURCE: 65 FR 10031, Feb. 25, 2000, unless otherwise noted.

1825.003 Definitions.

1825.003–70 NASA definitions.

‘‘Canadian end product’’, for an item with an estimated value of $25,000 or less, means an unmanufactured end product mined or produced in Canada or an end product manufactured in Canada, if the cost of its components mined, produced, or manufactured in Canada or the United States exceeds 50 percent of the cost of all its components. The cost of components includes transportation costs to the place of incorporation into the end product. For an end product with an estimated value in excess of $25,000, the definition at FAR 25.003 applies.

Subpart 1825.1—Buy American Act—Supplies

1825.103 Exceptions.

(a)(i) The Assistant Administrator for Procurement has determined that